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Abstract

World Wide Web r'NWW) is widely used today. It can show static information,

and provide interactive information. WWW users can access the system anywhere,

anytime. In this thesis, we design IClDd implement a WWW interface 'to query and update

a relational database. We use Microsoft Windows NT Server 4.0 Network Operating

System, Microsoft SQL Server 6.0; Microsoft Internet Infonnation Server 3.0(MS ITS)

for our server. MS Windows NT Server supports network and security. MS SQL Server

is used to integrate a Relational Database Management System (RDBMS) with WWW

to handle the database queries and other operations. MS ITS and MS Windows NT

Server provide an excellent platform for developing web sites.



CHAPTER I

Introduction

This thesis describes the design and implementation of a World Wide Web

(WWW) interface to query and update of a relational database. The WWW allows users

to access the infonnation managed by the WWW server anytime and anywhere. The

infonnation can be a set of relational database records or others. A relational database is

defined as a database in which the individual files, termed relations, hold data in the

fonn of tables. Each record has a fixed number of fields, all of which are explicitly

named. The fields within a table are distinct, and repeating groups are not allowed.

There are no duplicate records and no predetennined sequence of records. In the

construction of a relational database, it is necessary to give consideration to the inherent

relationships between attributes (fields) of a record. Software distribution and cross

platfonn compatibility problems can be solved by implementing the system through the

WWW [BK, 1996].

A distributed database system consists of a collection of sites, each of which

maintains a local database system; each site is able to process local transactions, those

transactions that participate access data only in that single site. A site may participate in

the execution of global transactions, those transactions that access data in several sites.
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The execution of global transactions requires communication among the sites [KHSA,

1991]. The main advantage of a distributed database is the ability to shm;e and access

data in a reliable and efficient manner. The other advantages are hardware and operating

system independence, modularity, and efficient division of labor between client and

server machines. Clients and servers communicate asymmetrically. Clients make

requests to servers; servers attempt to grant these requests if they are valid. The server's

responses may be to return data or generate commands to control a hardware device.

In the client-server database application, clients may communicate with a server

by means of programming interfaces. These interfaces provide connectivity between

applications and databases. So the client can manage the user interface, accept data

from the user, process application logic, generate database requests, transmit database

requests to server, receive results from the server and format the results. The server may

accept the database requests from clients, process database requests, format results and

transmit to client, perform integrity checking (maintain database overhead data and

provide concurrent access control). perform recovery, optimize query and update

processing.

The objectives of this thesis are to design and implement a World Wide

Web interface for qualified users to query a relational database on the internet. and

to send updating information to the server for updating the database. The project

uses ODBC as a mUltiple database management system. The system supports

multiple applications (browser). An authorized user can access the browser and

view the results. the system administrator performs system maintenance tasks

through system administrator interface.
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The thesis contains five Chapters. The second Chapter briefly reviews basic

concepts and definitions including MS Windows NT, ns, ASP, MS SQL, and

ODBC. The design implementation of a world wide web interface to query and

update a relational database is discussed in Chapter m. The procure of define a

DSN, create tales, and pennissions for the database is also presented. Then, results

is discussed in Chapter IV. Finally, conclusions and future work are included in

Chapter V.
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CHAPTERn

Review of the Literature

The client-server paradigm is a good approach to implement the distributed

database management. In this chapter, the author will briefly overview previous

research results and currently available products for internet access and security

handling. MS Windows NT Server 4.0 Resource Kit [MSCA, 1996] [MSCS, 1996]

[MSCI, 1996] on-Hne Documentation includes Windows NT Server 4.0 Resource

Guide, Windows NT Server 4.0 Network Operating System Guide, Windows NT Server

4.0 Internet Guide, Windows Workstation Resource Guide. Those are special important

resources. Most of contents in this chapter are adopted from that resource kit.

Mi.crosoft Windows NT Server

MS Windows NT Server is a multitasking environment. This means that

multiple threads of execution may be run simultaneously. The threads, do not actually

run simultaneously, but take turns at the CPU.

In Windows 3.x, each EXE program runs as a task, but the tasks are scheduled

nonpreemptively; each task runs until it explicitly yields the processor by calling some

Windows Application Programming Interface (API) function. This means that if an
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application (EXE or COM file) uses the CPU, no other application can be initiaHzed

until the current application explicitly releases the CPU.

MS Windows NT Server uses preemptive scheduling. This means that the

operating system forces tasks to yield contr:ol periodically. In this type of system, an

uncooperative process (the process can not temrinal normally) does not cause the entire

system to stop. Other processes always continue to run. This is very important. Under

MS Windows NT Server, each EXE program runs as a task, each subsystem (like MS

SQL Server, IIS) runs as a "server" task (system task), and it responds to the requested

messages from an application.

The other very important difference between the tasking models of Windows 3.x

and MS Windows NT Server is that under MS Windows NT, each task runs in its own

address space and cannot directly address another task's memory. This is an essential

part of the design of MS Windows NT Server. This ensures security and robustness

because an errant application can not damage any server data, windows in NT Server

system structures, or memory, but applications that rely on sharing memory between

tasks do need to be modified.

In MS Windows NT Server, the API calls from the clients are converted into

messages that are sent to its subsystem of the Server. Then makes a Local Procedure

Calls (LCPs) to initialize the subsystem of the server to execute the Dynamic Linked

Library (.DLL) file to respond the requests of the Client. For performance reasons, some

functions are actually handled in the DLLs, and sometimes API functions are deferred

until a few of them can be sent to the server at once. Sending messages between tasks
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require a task switch and, without a few tricks, the perfonnance impact is substantially

improved.

In any case, when the system recei;ves a message, it makes direct calls at the MS

Windows NT Server Ex.ecutive, it provides system services that run in KERNEL mode

on the caller's thread, the mode.similar to the way Windows 3.x programs nm the code

in the USER, and KERNEL modules. Running the NT Sever Executive calls on the

subsystem (or server) thread instead of the client (application) thread provides a high

degree of security because of the isolation of the address spaces.

As a multitasking system, MS Windows NT Server Executive services include

the actual message-passing mechanisms, process management, security services, and

virtual memory .management. 110 management is also provided to support the subsystem

file functions on MS Windows NT Server through supported file system. The MS

Windows NT 110 manager manages the native executive 110 calls (made by subsystems)

and packets them into 110 packages sent to the file systems that break up the requests

into actual media 110 requests that are sent to MS-Windows NT device drivers.

In the resource sharing multitasking MS Windows NT Server, security is very

important to guarantee the subsystem will execute correctly. In MS Windows NT Server

all the objects (including files, processes, and kernel objects) are restricted in their

access to other system resources. This is done by using a system of Security Identifiers

(SlOs) and access control lists (ACLs).

When a user logs on to an MS-Windows NT system, the user name maps to a

process access to kernel that detennines the SlOs for that process and any child

processes it creates. The SID is determined firstly for the user name itself, and secondly
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based on groups that the user belongs to. The system administrator can oreate groups,

assign users to groups, assign privileges to groups and control the re ouree access.

Due to the multithreaded, multitasking support on MS Windows NT Server, it

can be used as the Server on the network. Generally the network can be divided into

two kinds of networks: tightly coupled (sharing memory), or loosely coupled (over a

network) according the resource sharing and frequency of the communication between

the process. MS-Windows NT can be used for both networks. Some of the interprocess

communicati.on objects are designed to work in either environment in a manner that is

virtually transparent to application programs. Client-server computing, in which client

tasks request services from server tasks, has become easier and more powerful than ever

because the tasks may reside in separate machines or the same machine without

modification of their process. Due to the advantage of the Windows NT Server, we use

the system for our server system to manage the web enabled database.

Microsoft Internet Information Server and Active Server Page

Microsoft Internet Information Server (lIS) is the only World Wide Web server

that is tightly integrated with the Microsoft Windows NT® server operating system and

is designed to deliver a wide range of Internet and intranet server capabilities. By

optimizing around the Windows NT Server platform, Internet Information Server

delivers high performance, excellent security, ease of management and is up and

running in minutes. It serves as the best platform for both integrating with existing

solutions and delivering a new generation of Web applications.

[http://microsoft.comliis/default.asp]
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Microsoft's Active Server Pages (ASP) with lIS 3.0 offer the web developer a

flexible, easy to use, scaleable methods to interact with ODBC compliant databases for

an Internet site.

ASP encompasses the .capabilities of both JavaScript and VBScript with the

added bonus that components can be easily added to extend the Internetlintranet

application. Using ASP as part of the development we can initially scale up to a

Microsoft SQL Server 6.5 database; we also can access other vendor databases that are

ODBC compliant.

Files created with Active Server Pages have the extension .ASP. With ASP files,

user can activate a Web site using any combination of HTML, scripting--such as

JavaScript or Visual Basic® Scripting Edition (VBScript)--and components written in

any language. This means a ASP file is a file that can contain any combination of

HTML, scripting, and calls on components. When user make a change on the ASP file

on the server, user need only save the changes to the file, the script will automatically be

compiled when next time the Web page is loaded.

ASP Model is an object model. How it works? When a browser requests an ASP

file from a Web server, The Web server calls Active Server Pages to read through the

ASP me, execute any of the commands contained send the resulting HTML page to the

browser. An ASP file can contain any combination of HTML, script, or commands. The

script can assign values to variables, request infonnation from the server, or combine

any set of commands into procedures.

9



M.icrosoft SQL Server

As mentioned before the MS Windows NT Server is the framework of the

distributed database system, but if there is no corresponding subsystem to responds to

the request from the client, no task can be executed. Thus, MS SQL Server for Windows

NT Server is designed to manage large databases for mission-critical applications and to

meet the demands of networked client/server applications. It is running as a subsystem

in the server to respond the requests from the client to manipulate the relational database

in heterogeneous environment by using Open Database Connectivity (ODBC). MS SQL

server is the best choice that provides an essential link in the integrated client/server

architecture. MS SQL server is using Structured Query Language (SQL) that was

developed by mM in the mid-1970s under the name SEQUEL as the manipulating

language. SQL has been endorsed as the recognized industry standard for manipulating

databases by the American National Standards Institute (ANSI). It is the data access

language used by many database management system (DBMS) products.

SQL language allows users to run queries on a relational database, e.g., create

new tables, accesses existing tables, and manipulate data, etc. All these activities can be

implemented only by the SQL engine that is the SQL server. The Microsoft SQL

database servers provides a multiple user relational database management systems

(RDBMSs).

SQL commands can be used interactively as a query language or embedded in

applications programs. In performing a query, SQL accepts one or more relations as

input and produces a single relation table as output. In querying multiple tables relation,

10



the tables are joined by SQL. Provisions are included in SQL for inserting new data into

a table, deleting data from a table, or modifying data.

The Open Database Connectivity (ODBC) is used to manipulate the relational

database in heterogeneous environment. We briefly introduce the ODBC in the next

section.

Open Database Connectivity (ODBC)

ODBC technology provides a common interface for accessing heterogeneous

SQL databases. ODBC is based on Structured Query Language (SQL) as a standard for

accessing data. This interface provides maximum interpretability: a single application

can access different SQL Database Management Systems (DBMS) through a common

set of code. This enables a developer to build and distribute a client/server application

without targeting a specific DBMS. A database drivers may be used to link an

application to the user's choice of DBMS.

The main components of MS ODBC are ODBC driver manager and ODBC

drivers. Each ODBC driver implements ODBC function calls and interacts with a

particular DBMS. To accomplish this, the driver needs to manage the communication

protocol between an application and a data source when the application make a call to

connect to the data source. After a connection is established, the driver sends the

requests to the DBMS made by the application. To solve semantic conflict, the driver

also converts data types defined by the DBMS to corresponding ODBC SQL data types.

Finally, it returns results containing the required information to the application. The

ODBC drivers are provided by individual DBMS manufacturers.

11



The application/driver architecture for 32-bit environments is depicted in Figure 1

which is adopted from [MSCA, 1996] with a modification.

ODBC Driver Manager
:. (ODBC3,2.DLL)

.' '.ODBC Cursor Library (option81)
, "(ODBCCR32.DLL)

• ,~ t ,. .'

3;2-:Bit-ODBC Gen~c Thunlcin,g DLL
" (ODBC32GT.DLL) .

Figure 1: Application / driver architecture for 32-bit environments

12
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CHAPTER III

Design and Implementation

This Chapter consists of the following sections. Section one introduces the

system environment. Section two describes the server system procedure and how Active

Server Page (ASP) works. Section three introduces the structure of the database. Section

four illustrates the procedure to create a database name "Manufacturer" and the

permissions for access to the database "Manufacturer" in MS SQL server called

"LUNT". Section five sets Database Source Name (DSN) "CattManu" which uses the

database "Manufacturer". Section six illustrates how to write .ASP file which combines

HTML and VBScript for retrieving the DSN "CattManu". Section seven is a part of the

flow chart for the project.
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System Environment:

In this project Microsoft SQL Server 6.5, Micl"osoft Windows NT Server 4.0, '

and Microsoft Internet Infonnation Server 3.0 are used at the server side. The required

system environments on the server side and the client side are shown in Table 1.

Hardware 32-bit x8&-based microprocessor (such as Intel 80486 or
higher, Intel Pentium.) one or more hard disks with
200MB minimum free hiid disk space ,
one or more network adapter cards...
16 MB minimum, 64 MB memory recommended
MS Wmdows NT Server 4.0 System
MS Internetlnformation Server.3 0
MSS L~6.S

any platform
Internet connection
lITML com atible browser

Table 1: System environments

The next section introduces the ASP model and how the system works when a

browser has a request for .ASP files which reside at the server side.

14



Server Side Description:

The codes (.ASP files) are developed on Windows NT 4.0 with MS SQL Server

6.5 as a DBMS. We use the 32-bit ODBC Drivers for MS SQL Server 6.5.

An .ASP file begins to run when a browser requests an .ASP me at Web server.

Web server then calls .ASP file. The server reads through the requested file from top to

bottom, executes any VBScript or JavaScript commands, and sends an HTML page to

the browser. The web system with Active Server Pages (ASP) model architecture is

depicted in Figure 2.

MS Wmdows NT include IIS3.0
~:1l1'Je Server Pages in MS 1IS3.0

MS SQL Server 6.5

KTTP

R~

~ R==
BroW$er

Figure 2. The Active Server Page model

In our Web server system, the Server host uses MS Windows NT Server 4.0 and

MS Internet Information Server 3.0 (lIS 3.0). The lIS 3.0 supports Internet Server

Application Programming Interface (ISAPI). lIS 3.0 is a product of Microsoft as an

alternative to Common Gateway Interface (CGI). The ISAPI calls a Dynamic Linked

Library (.DLL) file that is usually written in C++. This mechanism is much faster and

uses fewer system resources than a CGI call. It receives client requests from web server

and retrieves or updates the database accordingly.

15



The block diagram is given in Figure 3 to illustrate how the server works in the

client/server system.

Request Windows NT ISAP!
-

ODBC
~

Web lIS (ASP) .DLL(C++) MSSQLServer
Cliert - WebS~erllesponse

Figure 3. Web server system

The project uses MS Windows NT Server integrated security to implement

security requirements for the project.

The next section describes relations of the database, their attributes, and an

Entity-Relationship diagram for the project.
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The Database

We used MS SQL Server 6.5 to develop a database and call it "Manufactufer".

The database has fourteen relations as shown in Table 2.

In Table 2, the name of each relation is listed in the fIrst column and attributes of

each relation are listed in the second column.

codekey; arc_welding; mir-welding; tir-welding; laser_welding;
spot_weldjng; weldinr-other; swage-Pl:ess_tonnage; swage_part_width;

Assembly_Capabilities swage_part_height; thermal_sbrin1c-ParUength;
thermaCshrink_part_width; thermal_shrink_part_height;

(It holds information brazinr-temperature; tin_lead_soldering; silver_soldering;
indium_soldering; solderinr-other ; roll_riveting; blind_riveting;

regarding the manufactures flaCriveting; rivetinr-other; thermal_adbesion_temperature;
thermaCadhesive_parUength; thermal_adhesive_part_width;

assembly capability) thermaCadhesive_partjteight; pressure_adhesion_pressure;
pressure_adhesive_part_length; pressure_adhesive_part_width;
pressure adhesive _part hei~ht; adhesives other.

Basic_Company_Information codekey; cage_code; company_name; streecaddress; city; state;
zip_code; phone_number; fa)cnumber; date_oCdata_capture;

(It holds basic information contactCname; contaetl_phone; contactl_email; contact2_name;
about the companies) contact2_phone; contact2_email; size_oCtypical_equipment;

calendar days aro; ~ovemment contracts.
CAD_CAM_Capabilities

(It holds information codekey; iges; pdes; dxf; other_cad; mastecca.m; smart_cam; ez_carn;
regarding the manufacturers' otheccarn.

CAD/CAM capabilities)
EC_EDCCapabilities codekey; computectype; ibm_speed; monitor_size; hard_drive_size; dos

(It holds all manufacturers windows; word; certral_email; www_address; modem_speed;
with ECIEDI capabilities) modem_number; rarn; cd rom speed.

Memo
(It Holds other information codekey; memo

not included in the other
tables)

Platinr-Capabilities codekey; material; length; width; height;

Sculptured_Shapes codekey; material; equipmenCname; min_length; max_length;
(It holds all manufacturers min_width; max-width; min_height; max_height; min_profile_tol;

who can produce sculptured min~oove_profi1e_tol; min_thread_class; min_hole_location_tol;
parts) min hole _profile tol.

AacShapes codekey; material; equipmencname; min_length; max_length;
(It holds all the manufacturers min_width; max_width; min_thickness; max_thickness; min_proftle_tol;

who can produce flat parts) min~oove_profile_tol; min_thread3Iass; min_hole_location_tol;
min hole _profile tol; min ~ear _profile tol; min angle_tol

Prismatic_Shapes codekey; material; equipmencname; min_length; max_length;
(It holds all manufacturers min_width; max_width; min_height; max_height; min_profUe301;
who can produce prismatic ' min~oove-profile_tol; min_thread_c1ass; min_hole_location_tol;

parts) . min hole_profile tol; min .Rear _profile tol.

17
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Revolved_Shapes codelcey; material; equipmenLname; min_length; max_length;
(It holds all manufacturers min_diameter; max_diameter; min-PTofile_tol; min.-concentricity_tol;
who can produce revolved min....groove_profile_tol; rnin_thread3Iass; mio_hole_locatio"-tol;

Parts) min hole _profile tol; min -Rear tol; min head _profile toJ.
ProcuremenLHistory codekey; service_branch; last_delivery_date; quantily-parts;

(It holds manufacturers with a
procurement history with the quality_soecs.

government)
Treatement_Capabilities

(It holds all manufacturers codekey; treatment; length; width; height; tonnage.
with treatment caoabilities)

Inspection_Capabilities codekey; firsLparLdestroctive_testing; mechanical.-8aging; X_ray;
(It contains manufacturers' magnetic; liquid-POnetrant; ultrasonic;
inspection capabilities and coordinate_measuremenLmachine; othecinspections I;

certifications) other inspections2; other inspections3.
Quality_specifications codekey; iso_certification_no; quality_certification I;

(It holds manufacturers with quality_certification2; quality3ertification3.
quality certifications)

Table 2: Relations and their attributes

18
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Figure 4 shows an entity-relationship (E-R) diagram for the database. The

database system may reject any operations that violate the referential integrity

constraints. This can reduce the chance of possible database corruption.. :

Assembly_Capabilities
(CodcKey)

ProcuremencHistory
(CodeKey, Service_Brnnch)

CAD_CAM_Capabilities
(CodcKey)

Plating..Capabilities
(CodeKey, Material)

Revolved_Shapes
(CodeKey, Material. Equipmentjlame)

Figure 4: An E-R diagram for the project
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Creating a database "Manufacturer" and pennissions for users to access and

updating the database

For this project, the first step is to create a database in the MS SQL server named

"LUNT". We have Microsoft SQL Servers which has two server groups (CATI and

SQL 6.5, see Figure 5). Under the server group "CATI", There is a MS SQL server

named "LUNT". This section describes how to (1) create a database driver name "Catt"

under the MS SQL server- "LUNT" indicated by "LUN1\Catt", (2) a database name

"Manufacturer" (LUN1\Manufacturer) using database driver "LUN1\Catt", (3) a new

login for the user to login the MS SQL server "LUNT", and (4) the permissions for a

user or a user group to access, insert, delete, or update the database "Manufacturer"

(LUN1\Manufacturer) or one of the relations in the database "LUN1\Manufacturet".

The procedure for creating a database "LUNT\Manufacturer" and permissions

for a user or a group to access the database by using MS SQL is described below.

• Click on "Start" button of Windows 95, and go further to "MS SQL Enterprise"

under MS SQL 6.5 sub-menu to obtain the screen (Microsoft SQL Enterprise

Manager) as shown in Figure 5.

20



hIcrosoft SQL Servers
$-,.CATT
I e-.LL.M (SQl. Server 6.50)
j ~- • SQl M8iI

! !-tt SQL ExeWiYe
l ~-"DistrtUlldTr.lS8C1Ion Comhtor

i $- Wi ei"·
! $- BIck\4:l DevIces
! $.. Det8beses
l i±l- Logins

e-.SQL65

..

Figure 5: "Microsoft SQL Enterprise Manager" window and

Open "New Database Device - LITh'T" window

Under "Microsoft SQL Enterprise Manager" window (Figure 5), there are two

MS SQL server groups, CArr and SQL 6.5. In the sub-window "Server Manager",

under "CArr", there is a MS SQL server named "LUNT' which has "SQL Mail",

"SQL Executive", "Distributed Transaction Coordinator", "Database Devices", "Backup

Devices", "Databases", and "Logins" functions. These functions are also available for

any other MS SQL server.
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• Create a database device named "Catt" (Figure 6).

1
j.•••
I

L

~
$'
$-
m
~-e--.

Figure 6: Create a new database device "LUNT\Catt"

In the window shown in Figure 5, move the mouse to point at the "Database

Devices", click the right button on the mouse and highlight the "New Device...". The

window of creating a database device will be opened as shown in Figure 6. In Figure 6,

we define the new database device name (Catt) and its location (or path), and decide the

maximum storage space for the database device, which is estimated as 10MB for the
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Catt. Then click the "Crate Now" button, the system will create a database device

named "Can" and a file "Catt.DAT' corresponding to it under the defined location (or

path) automatically. The database administrator (DBA) who has such central control

over the system can add more storage spaces for a database device later on.

• Create a database named "Manufacturer" which u'ses the uLUN1\Catt" database

device under the MS SQL ~erver "LUNT" (figure 8).

LLML"Mcrosoft SQI.. Serverse._CATT
! EJ-·.lLtn (SQI.. server 6.50)

! ~-. SQL Mall
f ~-, SQL ExecWie

/'-f'I.Dislrb.ied Transection CoacfnlllOl'

~_IDtlIabase Devices
! r' Qltt
! ;-... mater
I •
I •

1 !_.. Users

IB- ~0IM:es
$.. Wi
e- L.ogN

8-.SQl6.5

Figure 7 : Highlight the "New Database"
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In Figure 7, move the mouse to point at "Databases" under the MS SQL Server

"LUNT", click the right button on the mouse and highlight "New Database... ••. Then,

the window for creating a new database is opened as shown in Figure 8.

Figure 8: Create a new database "LUNT\Manufacturer"
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In Figure 8, we define the name of the new database as "Manufacturer" and use

the database device "Catt" which was created in Figure 6 earlier. Click the "Create

Now" button, the system will create a storage space in database device "Catt" driver

under the MS SQL server "LUNT" (quoted as "LUN1\Manufacturer" in the rest of the

thesis) automatically.

• Open "Manage Logins - LUNT" window to create a new login for a user to access

the MS SQL server "LUNT" as shown in Figure 9.

I*:rosotl SQL servers
~"CATT
i B-.LLM (SQl Server 6.50)

i :--. SQL Mal
i i-·, SQL ExllCUive
i ~..,.Oistrb..ted Trensaclion Coordillltor

i $.. Detabase~es

i ! ~-'-I <:aU! i ~. "! "..... rnester
~ ! 1..... Users

f ~.. ~ Devk:es

! e- Detabases
j ~.-II Maoofactller

I ar'''~
i e·. roodeI

i $-" p.bs
! e·-!t~
i e·" userse· _

Figure 9: Create a new login
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In Figure 9, move the mouse to "Logins" under the MS SQL server "LUNT" in

the "Server Manager" sub-window, click the right button of a mouse, and highlight

"New Login...". Then click the mouse once. This will bring up the "Manage Logins 

LUNT' window as shown in Figure 10.
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• Create a new login for a new user to access the MS SQL Server "LUNT" (The user

should have the permission to log in the Window NT server before he/she can

access the MS SQL server "LUNT". See Figure 10).

Figure 10: Add a new login for a user to access the MS SQL Server "LUNf"

Figure 10 shows the window to create a new login for a user to access the MS

SQL server "LUNT". In Figure I0, click scroll bar to select a name from the "Login

Name" field. Then set a check mark ( v )in the "Permit" column corresponding to
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the database "Manufacturer" in the "Database Access" box, and click the "Modify"

button. The system will create a new login for the user to access the MS SQL server

"LUNT". The server manager can terminate a user's access to the server or some

databases in the server by clicking "Drop" button at any time.

• Create a new user group or alias logins for a user to access the database

"LUNT\Manufacturer" (Figures 11 and 12).

LOO'

L..•hlcrosotl SQL servers
S' CATT
i 8..·•LOO (SQL Server 6.50)
i ~-. SQ.,..
1 L, SQ. Exect.tiYe

1 ~... ,.DistrIlUed Tr..-.sactkln Cocrdintior
8-. Detabase DeW:es:~Icatli I
! ~ master
! L Users

$-. ~0eYm

e-~Detllbases

i 6-1 MeRJfedl.rer
i 1 ij}.·tfjl•••
1 I ID-(iii CtljecIs

1 $-1) master
: IB-I) rnodeI

j e--l p.bs

1 $--1 tempcI)

Figure 11: Open the "Groups\Users" manage
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In Figure 11, move the mouse to "GroupslUsers" under the database named

"LUN1\Manufacturer", click the right button of a mouse, and highlight "New User" or

"New Group". The system will open the "Manage Users - LUNT\Manufacturer" as

shown in Figure 12 or "Manage Groups - LUNT\Manufacturer" window as shown in

Figure 13.

(Note: When the server manager creates a "New User" or a "New Group", it may not

appear in the list under the title of "GroupslUsers" until he/she clicks "Refresh" button).

Figure 12: Manage users to access the database "LUN1\Manufacturer"
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Figure 13: Manage user groups to access the database "LUNT\Manufacturer··

Figure 12 is the "Manage Users - LUNl\Manufacturer'· window. Click the

scroll bar in the "User Name" field to select a user name such as "zruf'. Then click the

scroll bar in the "Group" field to select a group name, such as "SQLuser", which the

user name belongs to, and click the "Modify" button to activate the parameters in the

current window. The logins created here will be used in the "Pennissions" window

(Figures 18 through 20) that issues permissions to a user or a user group to access, edit,

delete, and update a particular table.
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• Create database tables (Figures 14 through 17).

Figure 14: Open "Manage Table - LUN1\Manufacturer" window to create a new table

for the database "LUN1\Manufacturer"

If the "Tables" menu does not appear in the "Server Manager" window, click the

"Objects" menu under the database "LUN1\Manufacturer".
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There are many methods to create the database relations (tables). One of the

methods is shown in Figure 14. Move the mouse to point at '~ables" menu, click the

right button of the mouse. Select "New Table ..." sub-menu, the "Manage Tables-

LUN1\Manufacturer" window as shown in Figure 15 will be opened.

Figure 15 : "Manage Tables - LUN1\Manufacturer"
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Another method is to use "SQL Query Tool" (Figure 16) which can be obtained

by click the 5th button from the right in the toolbar (Figure 14) in "Microsoft SQL

Enterprise Manager" window.

Figure 16 : SQL Query tool window
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Figure 17: Tables in the database "LUN1\Manufacturer"
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• Set "Object Pennissions" in the database "LUN1\Manufacturer" (Figures 18

through 20).

LOO

L4t lIIctosaft SQL serverse-.CATT
! e-.LlNT (SQI.. server 6.50)
! •; ;.-. SQl. Mall

! f-' SQL ExecWve
i !'·"'DistJtUed Transaction Coorclnator
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i I I

: ! !-- master! j!
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! e- DSabases
; ! 1;1-,'" MlnJfed\l'er
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Figure 18: Database "LUN1\Manufacturer" pennissions entry point

In Figure 18, move the mouse to any table name in the "Tables" field under the

database "LUN1\Manufacturer", click the right button of a mouse, highlight and click

the "Pennissions". The "Object Permissions - LUNT\Manufacturer" window will be

opened (Figures 19 and 20).
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There are two tabs in the "Object Pennissions - LUNT\Manufacturer" window.

One is pennissions "By User" (Figure 19), the other is permissions "By Object" (Figure

20).

besic~ il10rmcr Iii!
cad cam~ IiiiI
eced~s

heldler
ilspection cepebMies

Figure 19: "Object Pennissions - LUN1\Manufacturer" with the tab "By User"

Move mouse to the scroll bar in the "User/Group" field in Figure 19. Select a

user or group name. Notice that there is a table in the lower left portion of the window.

In this table, a check mark in a box in the table means the user/group has the permission

for an action (select, insert, etc.) granted for a particular relation in the "Object" column.
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Figure 20: "Object Pennissions - LUN1\Manufacturer" with the tab "By Object"

Figure 20 shows the "Object Permissions - LUN1\Manufacturer" window with

the tab "By Object" activated. Click the scroll bar in the "Object" field to select an

object (tables name in the database "LUNT\Manufacturer), then put a check mark ( lit)

in the table for a group or a user. It means the user or the group in the "GrouplUser"

column has permission for a particular action (select, insert, update, etc.) for the selected

table.
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The next section decribes setting up Database Source Name (DSN), which is

"CattManu" in this case. Any DSN needs two parameters, a ODBC driver, and a

database name. The ODBC driver has been included in our "SQL Server". We use the

"Manufacturer" (LUN1\Manufacturer) as the database name which is created in this

section.
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Setting up a Database Source Name (DSN) for the Database

''LUN1\Manufacturer''

• The ODBC manager is a dynamically linked library (ODBC32.DLL) that

loads ODBC drivers and provides a single entry point to OOBC functions for

different drivers. We have set up the database "Manufacturer" in MS SQL

Server "LUNT" (LUN1\Manufacturer), and need to create a Database Source

Name (OSN) "CattManu" for the database "LUNT\Manufacturer". We will use

OSN "CattManu" in the next section to access and update the database

"LUNT\Manufacturer".
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The procedures for setting up DSN are as follows:

Open the "Control Panel" window under "Setting" menu of Windows 95. Then

click the "32 ODBC" icon, The "ODBC Data Source Administrator" window will be

opened. The window shows all current ODBC data source names on the system (Figure

21). "ODBC Data Source Administrator" (ODBCAD32.EXE) allows a programmer to

add, delete, or configure a DSN by click on Add, Remove or Configure button

respectively.

Figure 21: The ODBC Data Source Administrator
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Figure 22: The ODBC Driver available

Click on "ODBC Drivers" tab in the "ODBC Data Source Administrator"

window; The window will open a driver list window which shows all currently installed

ODBC drivers in the system (Figure 22).

Now, create an ODBC Data Source Name (DSN) "CattManu" for the'database

"LUNT\Manufacturer". Click "System DSN" tab, make sure that the ODBC Data

Source Administrator" window is back to the status shown in Figure 21. Since a

"System DSN" is a data source name visible to all users, the web server will be able to

find it if a code points to the DSN. System data sources are available only in the 32-bit

ODBC administrator that comes with MS Windows NT Server 4.0.
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Figures 23 and 24 illustrate how to set up a new data source "CattManu" using

"SQL Server" driver to connect the database "LUN1\Manufacturer".

Figure 23: Select a driver when create a new data source

Click the "Add" button in Figure 21 to add a new data source name. The

window shown in Figure 23 will be opened. It shows all of the drivers available. If the

MS SQL driver is not in the list, the user will need to install it. Do a customized

installation and add the MS SQL driver.
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Figure 24: The ODBC SQL Server Setup

Choose the "SQL server" driver in Figure 23. The "ODBC SQL Server Setup"

window will be opened (Figure 24). In Figure 24, define a Data Source Name (DSN)

"CattManu". Add a description. Then type in "Manufacturer" in the "Database Name"

field for the database "LUN1\Manufacturer". Click OK, and the ODBC data source

name (DSN) "CattManu" will be created by the "ODBC DSN Administrator",
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Implementation details

This section shows a basic code for the project to connect and update the

database using ASP which combines HTML and VBScript. It consists eight parts.

They are:

Parts 1 : Connecting to the database- Method I

Parts 2 : Connecting to the database- Method 2

Part 3 : Getting information from a fonn (or page)

Part 4 : Generating the "Control Bar"

Part 5 : Inserting records into the database "LUN1\Manufacturer"

Part 6 : Editing records in the database "LUN1\Manufacturer"

Part 7 : Updating records in the database "LUN1\Manufacturer"

Part 8 :Deleting records from the database "LUN1\Manufacturer"
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1. Connecting to the Database· Method 1

We have developed a database "LUN1\Manufacturer" in section IV and

added a DSN entry "CattManu" in section V in order that the database can be

accessed using ODBC. r .

One major problem that will impede the user of such a system is the ability to

find the relevant information needed to answer a specific query and to update the

database. One could design a browser that would allow the user to explore the search

space of available information and then have the user manually put together the

information found. This approach might require a great deal of user time and effort to

find the desired information. Another approach is to use SQL in SQL server to

detennine which relations should be accessed to answer a given query. We need to

create a form to add, delete, and edit information for the database. We may add one line

to those forms that gives users an additional link to another script that displays other

information.

The ASP offers two methods to access a database. An example is given in

Table3 for the first method. Table 3 illustrates a connection to a database with

"CattManu" as the DSN, obtaining a record set based on a SQL query. Once the

script has done with the data, the record set and the connection to the database are

closed. Each access to the database would be connected to the DSN entry

"CATTManu" (Lines 1 and 2 in Table 3); once the connection has been

established, SQL statements can be used to manipulate data (lines 3 through 9 in

Table 3); once completed, all related objects are closed (lines 10 and 11 in Table 3).

This method is used in the project.
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Notation used in the Table 3:

In Table 3, the "Memo" is a table in the database "LUN1\Manufacturer";

line 3 is to assign a "Record Set" (RS) to a string variable "RS";

RS.EOF means end of the record set;

RS.MoveNext means moving the record set to the next record;

RS.Close means closing the record set;

Cattdb.Close means closing the object.

<%

Set CAITdb= Server.CreateObject("ADODB.Connection")

CAITdb.Open "CattManu"

Set RS =CAITdb.Execute("SELECT • FROM Memo")

<Select Name ="Company" Size=l>

Do While Not RS.EOF

<Optionx% =RS("Company_Name") %> <lOption>

RS.MoveNext

Loop

<ISelect>

RS.Close

CAITdb.Close

%>

Table 3. Connecting to a database - method 1
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2. Connecting to the Database· Method 2

The other option is to maintain a connection throughout the user's session.

The connection is closed when the session ends. This is controlled by the

Global.asa file. Each ASP-Based internet application can have one global.asa file

located in the root directory of the application. The global.asa has four events 

Application-Start, Session-Start, Application-End, and Session-End. The

connection to the database for the session is in the Session-Start event, with

Session-End being the event used to close the connection (Table 4). The language

or script being used is VBScript. The .ASP files run on the server side.

As indicated in Table 4, "CATTdb" is connected to the database

"LUN1\Manufacturer" that can be used throughout the session to the DSN entry

"CattManu".

SUB Session_OnStart

CATIdb.Open "CattManu"

.---- Open ADO connection to database

END SUB

Table 4. Connecting to a database - method 2

The fIrst post-startup request is made to the web server for any "'.asp file in

an application that causes the Global.asa to be read. So at the moment a request is

made to any *.asp in the directory in which the internet application is stored, a

connection is established with the DSN "CattManu". Table 5 shows the default

default.asp processed.
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ICATIdb.Open "CattManu"

Table 5: Connect string in global.asa

3. Getting Information from the Form

In ASP based applications the programming logic, variables and HTML can

be maintained in a single fIle. Commonly used functions across an ASP application

can be in one file, which can be induded in different pages usirlg the "include"

statement such as the command "<!-- #include FILE="filename" -->. With regards

to the logic of the example we have used a state space model to determine the state

of the ASP page - e.g., an addition, deletion or update taking place or not.

The information of the current state of the page is dictated by the contents

of the form element named "Action". The value of the element "Action" is obtained

from the form in VBScripts with the statement in Table 6.

IAction; Request.Form("Action")

Table 6: Getting a form element value.

4. Generating the Control Bar

Depending upon the value of "Action", different control bars (Add, Edit,

Delete etc.) can be displayed and different HTML can also be sent back to the
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client. Which controls need to be displayed are handled by the function ControlBar

depending upon the current value of the variable "Action". For example, the code

in Table 7 indicates that if the "Action" is blank, or has the variable "OK", or has

the variable "CANCEL", the controls bar content Add, Edit and Delete will be

displayed. The result of Table 7 is shown in Figure 34 (See Page 62).

if Action = "" or Action= "OK" or Action = "CANCEL" then

CBar=CBar & " < td valign=topxinput type=submit name=Action value=Add><ltd>"

CBar=CBar & "< td valign=topxinput type=submit name=Action value=Edit><ltd>"

Cbar=CBar & "<td valign=topxinput type=submit name=Action value=Delete><ltd>"

end if

Table 7: Generating the control bar

5. Inserting Records into the Database

The function Check makes sure that values have been entered in the

respective fields before being added to the database. If all the information has been

fI.lled out, the information is inserted into the database using the SQL statement. An

example is given in Table 8, which inserts the values entered in the fields of the

fonn into the database (insert a record with CodeKey "OO1סס1" and Memo "AB").

sqlstr= "INSERT INTO Memo"

sqlst:r= sqlstr & "(CodeKey, Memo )VALUES "

sqlst:r= sqlstr & "('lOOOOl','AB')"

Table 8: Inserting a record.

6. Editing a Record
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To edit a specific user's information we created two combo boxes. The fIrst

combo box has up to fourteen fonTIS for each particular company. The second

combo box has all of the company names in the database, as shown in Figure 34.

The second box is created by querying the database for all the companies in the

database using the SQL statement in Table 9.

sqlstr="SELECT *FROM Basic_Company_lnformation ORDER BY CodeKey ASC"

set rsUsers=CATIdb.Execute(sqlstr)

Table 9: Selecting records

7. Updating a Record

An example is given in Table lOusing SQL statement. The value of the

Memo will be changed from old value to "New Memo Value".

Memo:: "New Memo Value"

sqlstr= "UPDATE Memo"

sqlstr= sqlstr & "SET CodeKey ,'OO1סס1'= "

sqlstr= sqlstr & "Memo ='New Memo Value', "

sqlstr= sqlstr & " WHERE CodeKey::'1ססoo1';"

Table 10: Updating a record
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8. Deleting a Record

The ASP logic can be embedded in the HTML to generate HTML according

to certain conditions. In this case the HTML code is controlled by the value of

Action.

In order to delete a record, the CodeKey (a primary key) of the record to be

deleted is needed. The HTML code is generated using logic condition on the value

in the variable action. Since the value of Action is "DEL" HTML code is generated

with information about the CodeKey that can be used by the "REMOVE" method,

that does the actual deletion. An example is given in Table 11.

<%

CodeKey "OO1סס1"=

if Action="EDI" or Action="DEL" then

do until rs.eof

strUsers=strUser & "

<lr><td valign=top>

<select name="CodeKey">

<%=CodeKey%>

<lselect>

<ltr><ltd>"

<% end if>

Table 11: Deleting a record with a CodeKey value "OO1סס1"
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CHAPTER IV

Results and Discussion

The database "Manufacturing Resource Matrix" was used in this project. A

authorized web user can view, search, update a particular infonnation for a

manufacturer. The interface and running results are listed below.

ALUMNI OSl I,
ASSOCIATION '., ~ ..!

Sunday, J1IIIe 8, 1997, 10:59:35 AM

Talk About Ttl IGet Linkedll Text-Only Page
n~r 17"""1".,,. ... l.Jft1ii"II'\ft 'P""l7l'1r I 4;:'..",,,,,,,"+ "J.J",-.,.. lJ..........

Figure 25 : A window for the user name and password
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Figure 26: Welcome and menu page
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GroovelS1ot :

Hole LocatioD.: ;:==~
Tollnace : (mche.)

SUp. : Prismatict

DimemiODJ: (iDche.)

Figure 27 : Capabilities parameters for search company infonnation
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Figure 28 : A form of parameters for querying the database
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CATT - Search Results

Total Found: 34

AMIDe.

721 NHelter Apt #3
Stillwater, OK 74015

Phone: (405)744-5575 ,Fax (405)744-3007

CODtacts

RuiZhang

Phone

(405)m-9821

e-mail

JnJi@a.cs.okstate.edu

Ray -Computer Company

908 E 60th St. N.
• J- ." - - -------------.--- --I 1--::-:'

Figure 29 : An example of search results
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Tables
• Address list
• Manufacturers' Assembly And Joirnng Capabilities
• Basic Company IJ1formation About Companies
• Manufacturers' CAD/CAM Capabilities
• Manufacturers with ECIEDI Capabilitiess
• Manufacturers Who Can Produce Flat Parts
• Manufacturers' Inspection Capabilities And Certifications
• Other Information N01 Included In The Other Tables
• Plating Capabilities
• Manufacturers Who Can Produce Pnsmatic Parts
• Manufacturers with A Procurement History WIIh Government
• ManufaclJJrers Wrth Oyahty Certifications
• Manufacturers Who Can Produce Revolved Parts
• Manufacturers Who Can Produce Sculptured Parts
• Manufactures Wdh Treatment Capabilities
• Other Tables

, ,
/,W 'Iii.',

11:.:J·11~"",J~_:~'~_~~J

. I " -.. ,' , I I -.

Figure 30: Names of tables (relations) in the relational database
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Figure 31 A list of companies
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Figure 32 Information related to an individual company
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Figure 33 A page for updating infonnation
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Tolerance : (llICheI)

-

Dimemi.ons : (Illches)

Profile : :t-~",,!,",_--I
: ....

.~.. ,,::. Thread Class :

GrooveJSlot :

Hole LocllliOll ::====~
;'}..

Figure 34 Adding one company or one form for a company
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Dimensions : (mche.)

~;~P~:~/i.;:l_··:::!:·;,~~.~;~:~.'.~~'
Tolerance (Illches)

Figure 35 Edit infonnation for a company
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Hole Localion : :====;

Figure 36: Delete infonnation for a company
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CHAPTER V

Conclusion and Future Work

In this thesis, a WWW user interface has been developed to help users to.query

and update a relational database. The system provides a GUI for the authorized user to

update information and allows browsers to view the data and query the database. The

software is implemented by using MS Windows NT to support the network and

security, and a MS SQL Server used as a relational database management system.

From this project we find that the above method is a good way for

communication between users and a management center. The authorized user can

access the data at anytime, anywhere. This method is a great communication tool and

enables users to save large amount of time and other resources. But due to the

complicated relationships among these tables, and some flaws in the original table

design, some relations have too many attributes with sparse data. In consideration of

this situation, more tables with fewer attributes should be created to save response time,

memory requirement, and secondary memory size.
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